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There is nothing worse than coming into your garden to 

discover that seemingly, overnight, an entire crop was 

eliminated by insects. And once done, months of hard work 

can be negated for an entire season. While it seems like 

pests appear and disappear at random, there is a pattern to 

their movement and subsequently a pattern for prevention. 

Integrative Pest Management (IPM) is a comprehensive 

strategy for controlling pest insects in your garden through a 

combination of cultural practices (growing habits), insect 

scouting and proper pest treatment. The best gardeners 

employ a variety of practices to keep insects in check in 

their gardens, including maintaining healthy plants through 

regular watering and weeding. This article explores IPM 

practices that will allow you to keep your garden healthy 

with low levels of insect damage. 

Good Cultural Habits Promote Pest-Free Plants. Keeping 

your plants healthy is the best way to prevent both pest 

damage and plant disease. Some of the practices that you 

already do, like regular watering and weeding are the first 

steps in promoting plant health, which in turn allow your 

plants to better survive any insect 

attack. 
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Below are a few basic things you can incorporate 

into your garden routine to help keep pest 

pressure at a minimum: 

Weed your garden: Weeds provide great habitat 

for various life stages of insects, so even if you 

are applying an insecticide to your vegetable 

plant, the insect could still be living on the weed 

right next to it. 

Keep the grass mowed around the perimeter: 

Keeping a clean or low-level vegetative perimeter 

around your garden will also decrease the 

amount of habitat available for pests. 

Plant beneficial insect attractants: Some insects 

are predatory and EAT pest insects, so planting 

flowers and a diverse garden will help bring in 

some of the good guys to work for you. Learn the 

good bugs from the bad bugs. 

 

Cabbage looper (Trichoplusia ni)   -David Cappaert, 

Bugwood.org 

Be able to identify all the life stages of both pest 

and beneficial insects: All insects go through 

some sort of metamorphosis, and in each stage 

pose different levels of threat to plants, so 

knowing what to look for can help you make a 

plan. 

Water your garden regularly! Many plants 

become more susceptible to insects and 

diseases, because they are stressed out from 

lack of water. Developing and maintaining a 

regular watering schedule can go a long way 

towards keeping your plants healthy. 

 

(Continued from pg. 1, Good Cultural 

Habits Promote Pest-Free Plants) 
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Fragrant Sumac 
By Joyce Fry 

Do you happen to have an unsavory area of your 

yard, perhaps an eroded stream bank, a 

neglected corner, an area under black walnut 

trees where not much is going on, vegetation-

wise? Try planting our native fragrant sumac 

(Rhus aromatica). This species is ideal for bank 

stabilization or other disturbed areas, such as 

cuts and fills. It is tolerant of shade, drought, the 

allelopathic effects of black walnut, clay soil 

(sound like Franklin County ridgetops?), dry soil, 

rocky soil, deer browse (its leaves are relatively 

unpalatable), and rabbits, and is resistant to 

erosion. Note that while rabbits and squirrels may 

chew on its bark during harsh winter months, 

fragrant sumac will readily bounce back due to its 

propensity to spread. Like other sumac species, 

given free range, it largely propagates via root 

suckers forming colonies or thickets.  Its habit 

may be a low-growing thicket of shrubs, a dense, 

tangled groundcover or, as on our property, a 

reasonably well-behaved understory shrub 

beneath red cedar and black walnut trees.  

 I find fragrant sumac eye appealing with its 

glossy green to bluish-green, pubescent (fuzzy) 

foliage of three coarsely toothed leaflets. When 

crushed, the leaves emit a distinctly lemony 

scent. Before the foliage even appears in March 

or April, you will notice small (1-inch) yellow male 

and female flowers. The male flowers transform 

into catkins. The female flowers form in short 

clusters or panicles at the end of the branch, 

maturing into bright red, pubescent, ovoid-

shaped drupes (fruits) in July or August. The 

drupes are readily consumed by fruit-eating birds 

such as the American robin, Northern cardinal, 

brown thrasher, gray catbird and Northern 

mockingbird. No doubt, birds and other wildlife 

connoisseurs are instrumental in its spread. 

Fragrant sumac’s aesthetic value reaches a 

crescendo in the fall as its leaves turn a stunning 

orange red to reddish-purple color.  

Another benefit of R. aromatica is as a pollinator 

species for butterflies, moths, and bees and as a 

host plant for red-banded hairstreak (Calycops 

cecrops), blue azure butterflies (Celastrina spp.) 

and luna moth (Actias luna). Look for the red-

banded hairstreak nectaring on flowers as it 

characteristically rubs its wings together.  It does 

that to flash its fake “eyes” on the ends of its 

wings to confuse potential predators.  Blue 

azures are identifiable by the bright pale blue 

color of the males and the wider dark borders on 

blue wings of the females.  Look for male blue 

azures congregating around mud puddles in early 

spring. Finally, the strikingly elegant luna moth 

has lime green wings and a white body. The 

female lays between 200-400 eggs on the 

underside of leaves of its host plant. After 

hatching, caterpillars undergo five instars before 

pupating. The fifth instar performs a “gut dump,” 

expelling all the contents of its intestines, drops 

to the ground and pupates under the fallen 

leaves.  Interestingly, if disturbed as a pupa, it 

makes an audible rattle sound by wriggling 

around in its cocoon. Although I have never 

witnessed that, I sure would like to. Look for me 

digging around under a fragrant sumac bush in 

late summer.    

Luna Moth Luna Moth 
Caterpillar  

Red-Banded  
Hairstreak 
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Alternatives For 
Japanese Beetle Control 
By Lee Townsend, Extension Entomologist 
 
Japanese beetle numbers appear to be up in 

many areas, and landscapes with plants these 

insects prefer could be under siege for the next 2 

to 3 weeks. Turf and ornamental insecticides 

containing pyrethroids (bifenthrin, cyfluthrin, 

cypermethrin, permethrin, etc.) can provide very 

good long-term control. However, these 

insecticides are harmful to pollinators and must 

not be applied to blooming plants. The extended 

residual effect of pyrethroids also applies to 

natural enemies.  Damage to natural enemies 

can lead to problems with other pests, such as 

spider mites. This leaves many people interested 

in alternative approaches to Japanese beetle 

control. 

 

Figure 1. Severe 

Japanese beetle 

defoliation 

(Photo: L. 

McClanahan, 

Mercer County 

Extension agent) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Japanese 

beetle (Photo: Lee 

Townsend, UK) 

 

 

 

Alternative Management Options 

No single solution fits all situations, but practical 

assistance may be found in one or more of these 

alternatives: 

Physical protection.  

Drape fine netting over preferred host plants to 

deny beetles access to attractive plants. Monitor 

general beetle activity in order to remove the 

cover as early as possible. 

Removal of buds and early blooms 

Cut and bring highly attractive flowers, such a 

roses, indoors for enjoyment. 

Prevent buildup 

Volatiles produced by Japanese beetle-damaged 

plants attract more of these voracious insects. 

When practical, make early morning and 

afternoon visits to infested plants to knock 

beetles into a container of soapy water. Keeping 

Japanese beetle numbers low on plants means 

less plant damage, as well as less attraction to 

other Japanese beetles. 

Insecticides 

Pyola Insect Spray (pyrethrins and canola oil) 

and other pyrethrins sprays provide broad 

spectrum insect control alternative. Both active 

ingredients are contact insecticides that provide 

very short residual protection. As with all 

insecticides, follow the label directions on 

protecting pollinators. Insecticidal soap and 

horticultural oils also provide contact control. 

Check the label for warnings regarding sensitive 

plants or restrictions due to high temperature. 

Products based on extracts of hot peppers, 

oranges, garlic, and the physical protectant kaolin 

did not provide effective control in University of 

Kentucky trials. 

Do not use traps 

UK research has shown beetle traps to be 

ineffective. Large numbers of beetles will respond 

to the attractants but few are captured. This can 

result in greater beetle damage than would have 

occurred without the traps. 
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Franklin County Fair 
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